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of transport‘ were things which even the most experienced
merchant could not accurately calculate,

The improvement in the means of transport began slighily
sarlier on sea than on land. After many experiments and half-

The first successful trials, the steamboat emerged as a
steamboats regular method of conveyance towards the end
andrailways, of {pe great French war. "The earliest paddle-

wheel steamers were employed for river-navigation alone,
Their first use was seen in America about 1807, but five years

later the Comef commenced running up and down the Clyde.
Steam used The possibilities of the invention were soon
for ocean grasped, and it was in a very few years applied
voyaßeS, +g ocean navigation, at first for short voyages,

but ere very long for the longest possible distances, "The first
steamer crossed the Atlantic as early as 1819, but for some

ime the problem of coal-carrying baffled the naval architect,
and steamers on an oceanic voyage were expected to eke out

their coal by using sails when the wind was favourable. It was
not until twenty years later that the problem was completely
solved, and the great steamship companies began to be formed :
the Royal Mail Packet Company started in 1839, the Peninsular
and Oriental and the Cunard Companies in 1840. By 1852
most of the passenger traffic and the transport of all valuable
nd perishable goods had passed under the charge of steam,
‘he old sailing vessels being relegated to the carrying of bulky
and cheap commodities—such as coal or timber—whose rapid
Jelivery made not much difference in their price,

Steam-navigation shortened in the most astounding way the
time required for the transport of British goods to the remotest

Resulting ends of the earth. It made time a calculable
expansion of feature in commerce, instead of an element
Britishtrade, „psolutely incalculable, Freights could be esti-
mated with an accuracy and minuteness hitherto impossible ;
orders could be carried and executed at half their former cost,
Hence British commerce was able to invade many new markets,


